HURRICANE DORIAN, ONE OF THE STRONGEST AND LONGEST-LASTING STORMS ON RECORD IN THE ATLANTIC, HAS IMPACTED THOUSANDS IN THE BAHAMAS AS WELL AS THE EASTERN COASTS OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

THE BWA CALLS UPON ALL BWA BAPTISTS TO JOIN US IN PRAYER:

• At least 45 people have died with the death toll likely to climb. Please pray for the families and friends of those who have lost loved ones.

• There are significant infrastructure needs, including temporary housing, safe and reliable electricity, and water purification systems.

• The storm greatly disrupted tourism and other economic opportunities in The Bahamas. Please pray for the immediate financial needs of these families and for economic stability as they rebuild.

• Pray for the churches in these regions – many of which the buildings, members, and surrounding communities have been affected. Pray that they will be a witness to God’s love and be equipped with the resources to restore what has been lost.

• Communication is still difficult. Communities and relief agencies are struggling to connect and remain in touch with friends and family in the affected areas. Please pray for efforts to restore the communication infrastructure as quickly as possible.

• Financial support is needed to meet immediate relief needs and to fund long-term restoration efforts. If you feel led to give, visit BWANet.org/give to make a secure, tax-deductible donation.